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[image: An unoccupied recovery area, left, and an abortion procedure room are seen at a Planned Parenthood Arizona facility in Tempe, Ariz., on June 30, 2022. (Matt York/AP)]Arizona Republican troubled by abortion ruling: 'It needs to be changed'
Rep. David Cook is a conservative lawmaker in Arizona who supported the state's 15-week ban. He says the court got this ruling wrong and that it could lead to a...
18  mins ago


[image: Author and humorist David Sedaris at a reading. (Courtesy of  Prudence Upton)]With 'Pretty Ugly,' David Sedaris launches new tour, new kids' book, new insights
Humorist, writer, social commentator, and observer of the human condition David Sedaris is known for his sharp wit, cynicism and knack for telling a story.
18  mins ago


What Ecuador's raid on Mexican embassy means for global diplomatic norms
Mexico has cut ties with Ecuador after Ecuadorian police stormed Mexico’s embassy in Quito to arrest a former vice president.
18  mins ago


Father of Israeli-American hostage reflects on six months since Oct. 7 attack
Edan Alexander grew up in New Jersey and was stationed on the Gaza border when Hamas attacked on Oct. 7.
18  mins ago


A New York hospital wouldn't let her take her baby home. Now, she's suing
Thalia Gonzalez's son ended up in foster care
18  mins ago
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[image: Dakota Adams is running for Montana State legislature. (Courtesy of  Dakota Adams)]Oath Keeper Stewart Rhodes' son is running as a Democrat for Montana House seat
Dakota Adams says he’s still working to shake a childhood he’s described as abusive, paranoid, isolated and fueled with conspiracy theories. 
18  mins ago


Eco-friendly coffee alternatives: Climate change has companies turning to date seeds, chickpeas
Experts say climate change will make it much harder to grow coffee. Several companies are now marketing coffee-like drinks out of everything from date seeds to leftover barley from beer...
18  mins ago


Fact-checking RFK Jr.'s statement on Jan. 6
Independent presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy Junior has a history of making false statements and promoting misinformation.
22  mins ago


[image: Inmate John Sheehan points out, with the help of Brian Stokes, how the books have now been organized by the author’s name which makes it easier to find the titles he wants. (Jesse Costa/WBUR)]The power of books behind bars: Local librarian transforms jail library
Some incarcerated people at a jail on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, are avid readers. But their library fell into disarray during the pandemic when they lost their jail librarian.
22  mins ago


Consumer reports urges USDA to remove Lunchables from schools over high levels of lead
Lunchable food kits contain relatively high levels of lead, cadmium and sodium, according to a new study by Consumer Reports.
22  mins ago


[image: Princeton High School students working on the prototypes they are developing for their entry in Samsung Electronics' Solve for Tomorrow competition (P. Kenneth Burns/WHYY)]New Jersey students build animal robots to help preserve endangered Mayan language
A group of students from Princeton, New Jersey, is hoping to win the Solve for Tomorrow STEM competition with an animal robot.
23  mins ago


[image: Richard Nunn and Curt La Bombard are curators at the National Science Foundation’s Ice Core Facility in Lakewood, Colorado, which holds the largest archive of ice in the world — containing some 25,000 meters. (Frani Halperin/H2O Media)]Researchers study ice to explore our planet's past, present and future
The National Science Foundation's Ice Core Facility in Lakewood, Colorado, holds the largest archive of ice in the world.
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Arizona court upholds abortion ban from 1864
The law would punish health care providers with fines and prison time if they perform an abortion in any instance except to save the life of the pregnant person.
23  mins ago


Ramadan ends: Muslim Americans reflect on holy month
Tuesday marks the last day of the holy month of Ramadan. But for many Muslim Americans, the Israel-Gaza war has turned what should be a time of celebration into a...
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Arizona names Pluto state planet
Pluto was discovered in Arizona. When Pluto was stripped of its planetary status, some Arizonans took that personally.
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[image: A dog presses its nose against a window while watching passers by. (Vadim Ghirda/AP)]Why vets say they're prescribing pets more antidepressants
Are pets — and specifically dogs — in the middle of a mental health crisis?
Resume05:47Apr 9, 2024


[image: Benard McKinley got his bachelor’s degree through a Northwestern University program for incarcerated citizens and will be the first person from that program to attend law school. (Courtesy)]After earning his bachelor's degree behind bars, formerly incarcerated man heads to law school
Benard McKinley will be among the hundreds of new students attending Northwestern University's prestigious Pritzker Law School this year — but his path is unlike any of his fellow students.
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JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon warns over inflation
Dimon warned about interest rates continuing to slide up in his annual shareholder letter. He pointed to inflation, green investment, remilitarization of the world and global trade restructuring as some...
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Congress reconvenes on Ukraine aid, rebuilding Baltimore bridge
Congress has a lot on the agenda as they return from a two-week break.
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Trump angers conservatives with abortion statement
A video of Trump stating where he stands on abortion has not satisfied conservatives who want him to support national restrictions on the procedure.
Resume06:24Apr 9, 2024
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